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Abstract : Expectation Maximization (EM) is an efficient mixture-model based clustering
method. In this paper, authors made an attempt to scale-up the algorithm, by reducing the
computation time required for computing quadratic term, without sacrificing the accuracy.
Probability density function (pdf) is to be calculated in EM, which involves evaluating
quadratic term calculation. Three recursive approaches are introduced for quadratic term
computation. As per our observation, the standard EM needs O( d 2 ) computations for
quadratic term computation, where d is number of dimensions. The proposed recursive
EM approaches are with time complexity of O( d 2 /2) for the quadratic term computation.
Keywords: Expectation Maximization — Quadratic Term — Speed-up — Lower Triangular
Canonical Form - Forward Substitution

1.

Introduction

Clustering is the division of data into groups of similar objects and plays an
important role in broader range of applications ranging from information retrieval to
CRM [2].
Expectation maximization (EM) is a well-known algorithm, proposed by Demster
et al., [7] used for clustering in the context of mixture models. Due to its wide
adaptability and applicability, in literature, we come across several variants and its
applications. For example, starting from feature selection[16], adjusting the parameters
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of the neural network architecture in the robot dynamic domain[13], for Text Mining
applications like text classifications[19][23][27] and for Machine Translation [17][38]
etc.
Hierarchical variant of EM[35] is used simultaneously to learn the main directions
of the planar structures, correct the position, and orientation of planes using, for
image segmentation[24], for various motion estimation frameworks and variants of
it have been used in multi frame super resolution restoration methods which combine
motion estimation[4], tracking a complex articulated object like a human hand[9], to
perform principal component analysis on given data[34] [29] [32], for joint channel
estimation and data detection in communication system[8]. For Segmentation of
overlapped Nuclei in Biomedical engineering[14], user modeling in web usage
mining[21] and parametric spectrogram modeling of speech in noisy environment[28].
Deterministic Annealing EM (DAEM) operates on Generalized Dirichlet
Multinomial Distributions has various applications like - spatial color image database
indexing, hand written digit recognition and text document clustering[5]. EM in
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (KT) models is employed by the cognitive tutors in
order to determine student knowledge based on four parameters: learn rate, prior,
guess and slip[25].
In [7] Dempster et. al. laid a solid foundation to the theory of EM clustering
algorithm for computing maximum likelihood estimates for the incomplete data. EM
results in closer approximations to local optimum, rather than global optimum.
As per [18], EM has favorable convergence properties with an automatic
satisfaction of constraints. It performs soft assignments, adopts soft pruning
mechanism, and accommodates model-based clustering formulation. Seam[4]
mentioned that EM has become a popular tool in statistical estimation problems, that
involves incomplete data or problems that can be posed in a similar form e.g. mixture
estimation. In general the EM affects/suffers with the following:
1.

Sensitivity to the selection of initial parameters,

2.

Effect of singular covariance matrix,

3.

Possibility of convergence to a local optimum, and

4.

Slow convergence rate[40]

As the EM algorithm is more adaptable, in literature, several authors made an
attempt to speed up the algorithm[22] [12].
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[26] proposed TRUST-TECH-Based EM algorithm for learning mixture models
from multivariate data to reduce the sensitivity of initial point selection. [11]
demonstrates a Scalable clustering algorithm for large databases to summarize data
into subclusters and then generate Gaussian mixtures from their data summaries. In
[38] Jason Wolfe et. al. proposed a modified E-step, speeding-up and scaling-up
Distributed EM, suitable to support for very large datasets that would be too large to
fit in the memory of a single machine. In[15] Wojtek Kowalczyk et. al. demonstrates
the usage of Gossip-based Distributed EM algorithm for large databases. Bilmes [3]
proposed an EM based parameter estimation procedure, aimed to find the parameters
of a mixture of Gaussian densities and parameters of a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) for both discrete and Gaussian mixture models. Convergence properties of
EM are studied in [39] [1].
[30] demonstrates the usage of Tridiagonalization and diagonalization approaches
to speed up EM. Incremental EM, Lazy EM [33] and kd-tree based EM [37] are
proposed to accelerate EM clustering for large databases. [12] proposed CLEM to
speed-up EM algorithm for clustering categorical data. As per [31], in certain cases,
Expectation-Conjugate-Gradient(ECG) and Hybrid EM-ECG substantially outperform
standard EM in terms of speed of convergence.
As per [20] observation, with respect to quality of models, Soft assignment EM
outperforms the “winner take all” version of the EM (also called Classification
EM (CEM)) and model-based hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC).
Moreover, CEM is the fastest of all the three algorithms.
As EM is useful for various applications, here, we attempted to speed-up
Expectation step by reducing the time taken for computing quadratic term.
2.

EM Algorithm

In [10], EM procedure begins with an initial estimate of the parameter vector
and iteratively rescores the patterns against the mixture density produced by the
parameter vector. The rescored patterns are then used to update the parameter
estimates. The scores of the patterns can be viewed as hints at the cluster of the
pattern. Those patterns, placed in a particular component, would therefore be viewed
as belonging to the same cluster.
The EM algorithm adopted here is from [6]. In this work we apply EM clustering
to mixtures of gaussian distributions, since any distribution can be effectively
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approximated by a mixture of Gaussians. Each cluster (population) is modeled by a
d-dimensional Gaussian probability distribution. The multi-dimensional Gaussian
distribution for cluster l , l = 1,..., k , is parameterized by the d -dimensional mean
column vector M l and d  d covariance matrix l :

1

p( X | l ) =

(2 ) d |  l |

e

1
 ( X  M l ) T (  l ) 1 ( X  M l )
2

(1)

where X is sample column vector, the superscript T indicates transpose to a
column vector, |  l | is the determinant of l and  l1 is its matrix inverse. The
mixture model probability density function is:
k

p( X ) = wl p( X | l ).

(2)

l =1

The coefficient wl is the weight corresponding the fraction of the database
represented by the cluster l . The given data record X is a member of each of the
k clusters with different probabilitis of membership. Probability in population l is
given by:

p(l | X ) =

wl p( X | l )
.
p( X )

The EM algorithm starts with initializing mixture model parameters. Every EM
iteration provides a non-decreasing log-likelihood of the model. The process is repeated
until the log-likelihood of the mixture model at the previous iteration is sufficiently
close to the log-likelihood of the current model or a fixed number of iterations are
exhausted.
The algorithm proceeds as follows for the Gaussian mixture model:
1.

Initialize the mixture model parameters, set current iteration j = 0 : wl ,
M l and l , l = 1,..., k .

2.

Having mixture model parameters at iteration j , update them as follows:
For each database record X t , t = 1,..., m, compute the membership
probability of X t in each cluster:

p (l | X t ) =
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p( X t )
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3.

Update mixture model parameters:

1 m
 p(l | X t ),
m t =1

wl =

(4)

m

X

t

p (l | X t )

t =1
m

Ml =

,

(5)

 p (l | X )
t

t =1
m

 p (l | X )( X
t

l =

t

 M l )( X t  M l ) T

t =1

, l = 1,..., k .

m

 p (l | X )

(6)

t

t =1

4.

Calculate the log-likelihood value,
m

m

k

llh j = log ( p( X t )) = log (wl . p ( X t | l ))
t =1

5.

3.

t =1

(7)

l =1

If either the difference between log-likelihood values of present and last
iterations is small, | llh j  llh j 1 |  or the maximum number of iterations
are exhausted, j = 100 , then stop. Otherwise set j = j  1 and goto
step 2 .

Quadratic Term and Techniques to speedup its calculation
The equation ( X  M l )T  l1 ( X  M l ) is known as quadratic term. For every

data sample, the probability density function (pdf) is to be calculated, which in turn
requires to calculate the quadratic term. N. B. Venkateswarlu et. al. introduces
some methods useful in Machine Learning Classification to reduce the number of
computations while classifying a sample by using fewer computations in calculating
the pdf of each group [36]. The quadratic term in the pdf is presented to be a
montonically increasing sum of squares by representing the inverse covariance matrix
in Lower Triangular Canonical Form (LTCF).
The computational complexity of LTCF in calculating quadratic terms recursively
is identified to be half of the standard quadratic term computation.
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In this paper one recursive approach and two approaches based on LTCF are
used for quadratic term computation in EM clustering algorithm. The quadratic term
values of the first n features can be used to calculate the quadratic term values of
the first n  1(n  1  d ) features iteratively. Computational time required for the
proposed EM algorithms are compared with the standard EM algorithm. Performance
of these algorithms are studied by applying EM algorithm on Synthetic data varying
dimensionality and number of gaussian distributions.
3.1 Recursive Approach
We partition  n 1 in the following manner:

U n1 
 n
 n 1 =  T

U n1  n1, n 1 
where

 11

 n =  21


 n1

 12
 22

 n2






 1n 
 2n 
= [ ij ]
 

 nn 

and

U n 1 =  n 1,1  n 1,2   n 1, n .
Mathematically, we can show that



1
n 1

 n1   n n1U n 1U nT1 n1   n  n1U n1 
=

T
1
n
   nU n 1 n


where

n =

1
.
 n 1, n 1  U nT1 n1U n 1

In the above equations, the subscript n is used to denote the first n features.
By setting Z n = X n  M n , a recursive form of the quadratic term can be represented
as:

Qn 1 ( x) = ( X n 1  M n 1 )T  n 11 ( X n 1  M n 1 )
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= Z

T
n

zn1

 n1   n  n1U n 1U nT1 n1   n n1U n1   Z nT 

 
T
1
n
   nU n1 n
  zn1 



= Z nT  n 1 Z n   n ((U nT1 n1 Z n )((U nT1 n 1Z n )  2 z n 1 )  z n21 )
= Qn ( x)   n (tn (tn  2 z n 1 )  z n21 )
= Qn ( x)   n (tn  z n 1 ) 2 .
where
n

tn = U nT1 n1Z n = AnT Z n = ak zk ,
k =1

Z T 
Z n1 = X n 1  M n1 =  n  , and
 zn 1 
AnT = U nT1 n 1 = a1

a2  an .

The first term is known from the previous iteration. The vector U nt 1 n 1 needs
to be calculated only once for the cluster at the begining, then saved in the memory
and regarded as a constant at the clustering stage for each sample. At the clustering
stage, the calculation of above equation requires only n  3 multiplications. Thus,
the total number of multiplications for one cluster through all d features is

(d 2  5d )
3.
2
3.2 Lower Triangular Canonical Form (LTCF) with Matrix Inversion
The covariance matrix can be represented in terms of the Cholesky
decomposition and so its inverse. That is, the matrix  k 1 can be represented in
terms of a lower triangular matrix Lk as  n1 = LTn Ln . According to the Cholesky
decomposition,

 n = [ ij ] = Ln LTn
with
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Ln =  21


ln1

0
l22

ln 2






0 
0 
= [lij ]
 

lnn 

and lij is given by:
1/2

i 1


l =   ii  (lkiT ) 2  ,
k =1


T
ii

i = 1,, n
i 1


lijT =   ij  lkiT lkjT  /liiT ,
k =1



j = i  1,, n
1

1

The inverse of Ln , denoted by Ln = [lij ] is given by:
i 1

lij1 =  lkiT lkj1/liiT ,
k =1

j = 1,, i  1
lii1 =

1
liiT

The quadratic term for each cluster can be rewritten as:

Qn ( x) = Z nT LnT Ln1 Z n = Y T Y
where

Y = Ln1Z n =  y1
with
i

 

yi =  lij1 z j ,
j =1
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i = 1,2,, n.
Above equation can be rewritten as:
n

Qn ( x) =  yi2 .
i =1

A recursive formula for calculating Q(x) can given by:
n

Qn ( x ) =  yi2 =
i =1

( n 1)

y

2
i

 yn2 = Qn 1 ( x)  yn2 .

i =1

The calculation of above equation requires only n + 1 multiplications. Thus, the

(d 2  3d )
total number of multiplications for a cluster through all d features is
.
2
3.3 Lower Triangular Canonical Form (LTCF) with Forward Substitution
In the above quadratic term calculation Qn ( x) = Z nT LT L1 Z n = Y T Y , after
the Cholesky decomposition of  = LLT is performed, Y can be calculated by
forward substitution using LY = Z . A close-form solution of the equation LY = Z
by forward substitution is given by:
n 1

z n  lnk yk
yn =

k =1

lnn

The number of multiplications of forming Qn (x) from Y T Y is the same as
that of the previous approach. Note that in this approach  1 need not be calculated.
The calculation of above equation requires only n + 1 multiplications. Thus, the total
number of multiplications for a cluster through all d features is

4.

(d 2  3d )
.
2

Experiments and Discussion

Implementing the above three methods and the standard EM on synthetic
datasets, with 1 million rows, varying the number of dimensions(d) from 50 to 100 in
steps of 10 and the number of clusters(k) from 5 to 10 gives the following observations.
The experiments are taken up on Intel Dula-Core system with 2.6GHz processor
speed, 1 GB RAM, Fedora 10 OS and gcc compiler.
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4.1 Synthetic dataset varying number of dimensions
Table I gives the time taken by proposed methods and standard EM for quadratic
term computation on synthetic data varying the number of dimensions(d) from 50 to
100 in steps of 10 and the number of samples(m) fixed to 1 Million rows and number
of clusters(k) 5. Table II gives comparitive statement of time taken for quadratic
term computation by proposed approaches against that of standard EM. Fig 1 is a
graphical representation of Table II.
Table I. Comparision of execution times (in sec) of proposed methods
against standard EM varying the number of dimensions

Table II. Comparision of % execution times of proposed methods
against standard EM varying the number of dimensions
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Fig 1. Comparision of % execution times of proposed methods against standard EM
varying the number of dimensions

The conclusion is that approach LTCF Inverse is outperforming rest of the methods.
It takes only 44.61% of time compared to standard EM.
4.2 Synthetic dataset varying number of clusters
Table III gives the time taken by proposed methods and standard EM for quadratic
term computation on synthetic data of 1 Million rows varying the number of clusters(k)
from 5 to 10 keeping the number of dimensions(d) fixed to 50. Table III gives comparitive
statement of time taken for quadratic term computation by proposed approaches against
that of standard EM. Fig 2 is a graphical representation of Table IV.
Table III. Comparision of execution times (in sec) of proposed methods
against standard EM varying the number of clusters
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Table IV. Comparision of % execution times of proposed methods
against standard EM varying the number of clusters

Fig 2. Comparision of % execution times of proposed methods against standard EM
varying the number of clusters

The conclusion is that approach LTCF with Matrix Inversion is outperforming
rest of the methods, taking only 47.11% of time compared to standard EM.
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Conclusion :

The observation is that all the proposed approaches are working as expected.
Out of all the three approaches, LTCF with Matrix Inversion is the fastet approach.
We are trying to further improve the speed of Expectation-step by applying additional
matrix algebra techniques and to study them in various Operating System and
Computing environments.
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